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Abstract 
Sticker systems is a computational model which is an abstraction of the way that the Watson- 
Crick complementarity is used in DNA computing. We consider such systems of a general form, 
with blocks of arbitrary shapes to be annealed to the currently built sequences. We investigate the 
generative power of several variants of sticker systems. Characterizations of regular, linear, and 
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1. Introduction 
The sticker systems were introduced in [7], as language generating devices based 
on the sticking operation, which, in turn, is a model of the annealing operation used 
in DNA computing, see, e.g., [ 1,7]. 
The sticker systems considered in [7] build languages of double stranded sequences 
similar to the DNA molecules, with the corresponding symbols in the two strands 
related by a complementarity relation like the Watson-Crick relation between DNA 
nucleotides. One starts from a finite set of axioms and then one prolongs to the right 
the currently generated sequences by sticking single stranded sequences either to the 
upper or to the lower strands, thus completing double stranded sequences. Several 
variants are considered in [7] and their generative power is investigated, mainly by 
comparisons with language families from the Chomsky hierarchy. In this way one 
obtains, e.g., characterizations of regular and recursively enumerable languages. 
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In [7] only single stranded blocks are used to prolong the sequences. In this paper 
we consider more general sticker systems: the used blocks are “bricks” of arbitrary 
shapes (when such a brick piece is used, the overhanging ends must match the ends of 
the prolonged sequence). Among others, new characterizations of regular, linear and 
recursively enumerable languages are obtained. 
These results (especially the characterizations of recursively enumerable languages) 
indicate the possibility of designing a universal DNA computer based on the annealing 
operation. To get a more general perspective we point here the results of this sort for 
the splicing operation, a model of the recombinant behavior of DNA molecules under 
the influence of restriction enzymes (see, for instance, [2,6,8,9, 111). 
2. Preliminaries 
In this section we recall some notions, notations and results from formal language 
theory that are needed in the rest of the paper. We refer to [12] as a comprehensive 
reference on formal language theory. 
For a set X, 9(X) denotes the set of subsets of X; if X is an infinite set, then the 
set of all finite subsets of X is denoted by P&Y). 
For an alphabet V, we denote by V* the free monoid generated by V under the 
operation of concatenation; the empty string is denoted by 1. Moreover, V+ = V* -{A}, 
and 1x1 is the length of x E V’. For U C V the morphism pru : V’ --+ U’ defined by 
pru(a) = a if a E U, and pr&a) = A if a E V - U, is called a projection (on U). A 
morphism h : V* - U*, for arbitrary alphabets V, U, is called a coding if h(a) E U 
for each a E V, and a weak coding if h(a) E U U {A}, for each a E V. Unless clear 
otherwise, two languages will be considered identical if they differ at most by the 
empty string. 
A Chomsky grammar is written in the form G = (N, T, S, P), where N is the nonter- 
minal alphabet, T is the terminal alphabet, S is the axiom, and P is the set of production 
rules, written in the form u + u. The language generated by G is denoted by L(G). 
We denote by REG, LIN, CF, CS, RE the families of regular, linear, context-free, 
context-sensitive, and recursively enumerable languages, respectively. We also denote 
by MAT” the family of languages generated by context-free matrix grammars without 
appearance checking but possibly using I-rules. 
The families REG, CF, CS, and RE can be characterized both by classes of gram- 
mars and by classes of automata: finite automata, push-down automata, linear bounded 
automata, and Turing machines, respectively. 
A finite automaton will be presented in the form M = (Q, V,sg, F, 6), where Q is the 
set of states, V is the alphabet, SO is the initial state, F is the set of final (accepting) 
states, and 6 : Q x V ---+ 9(Q) is the transition mapping. L(M) denotes the language 
accepted by M. 
A gsm (generalized sequential machine) is a finite automaton with outputs: g = 
(Q, VI, VO, SO, F, a), where Q is the set of states, VI is the input alphabet, VO is the output 
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alphabet, SO is the initial state, F is the set of final states, and 6: Q x Vt - Yr( VG x Q). 
The fact that (x,s’) E &~,a) has the following interpretation: reading the input symbol 
a E Vl in state S, g prints out the string x E V;l and enters the state s’. For z,x E 
V;, s, s’ E Q, a E V,, and w E VT, we write 
zsuw * ZXS’W iff (x, s’) E 6(s, a). 
Then, for w E V;” we define the result of the translation of w by g by 
g(w) = {y E V; ( sow ===s* ysf, sf E F}. 
The mapping g is extended in the natural way to languages: 
for any L C VT. When for each pair (s, a) we have card(6(s,a)) < 1, then we say that 
the automaton M (the gsm g, respectively) is deterministic. 
For an alphabet V, 7 denotes the alphabet (~7 1 II E V} of barred versions of symbols 
in V, and V’ denotes the alphabet {a’ 1 a E V} of primed versions of symbols in V; it 
is assumed that V,v and V’ are pairwise disjoint. The “bar” and the “prime” notation 
carries over in a natural way to strings. 
The twin-shufle language over V is defined by 
TSV = {x E (V u v)* 1 prv(x) = Pit_(X)}. 
The language TSv can also be defined by 
TSv = u (xuf), 
XEV’ 
where LU is the shuffle operation, defined by 
XWY = {Xl .YlXZY2 . ..x,y,ln>l, x=xtxz...x,, y=yty2...yn, 
for Xj,yi E V*, 1 dibn}, 
for x, y E V*. The following results are important for our paper: 
Theorem 1 (Engelfriet and Rozenberg [4]). Each language L E RE can be written in 
the form L = gL(TS{o,,)), where gL is a deterministic gsm. 
The proof of Theorem 1 is based on techniques related to equality sets of morphisms, 
which we will also use in this paper. For two morphisms hl, h2 : VT - V;, we define 
the equality set [ 131 by 
EQ(h,hz) = {x E V; I h(x) = h(x)). 
Proofs of the following representation of RE can be found in [3, 141. 
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Theorem 2. Each language L E RE, L & T*, can be written in the form L = 
prr(EQ(hl, h2) n R), where R C V;” is a regular language, hl, h2 : VT - V; are 
two A-free morphisms, and T C V,. 
A variant of this result is proved in [7, Lemma 81 and will be used below. 
Theorem 3. Each language L E RE, L C T*, can be written in the form L = 
prr(hl(EQ(hl,hz)) n R), where Rc VT is a regular language, hl, h2 : VT - V$ 
are two A-free morphisms, and T C V2. 
3. The sticking operation 
DNA sequences are double stranded structures composed of four nucleotides, A 
(adenine), C (cytosine), G (guanine), and T (thymine), paired A-T, C-G according 
to the so-called Watson-Crick complementarity. If we have a single stranded sequence 
of A, C, G, T nucleotides, together with a single stranded sequence composed of the 
complementary nucleotides, the two sequences can be “glued” together (by hydrogen 
bonds), forming a double stranded DNA sequence. Fig. 1 illustrates this operation. 
(The specifications 3’,5’ indicate the orientation of the two sequences: they anneal 
only when they are of different orientations. In the sequel we always assume that the 
upper strands are oriented in the 5’ to 3’ direction and the lower strands are oriented 
in the 3’ to 5’ direction. Thus, we omit writing 3’ and 5’ at the ends of the strings.) 
We shall formalize now this “complementary gluing” (somewhat simpler than it is 
done in [7]). 
Consider an alphabet V and a symmetric relation p C V x V over V (of complemen- 
tarity; the property of symmetry is not really used in this paper, but we consider it 
because the Watson-Crick complementarity is symmetric and, in general, the idea of 
complementarity suggests symmetry). 
Besides the monoid V* of strings over V, we associate to V also the product monoid 
V* x V* of pairs of strings. As is customary in representing DNA molecules, where one 
considers the two strands placed one over the other, we write the elements (x1 ,x2) E 
V* x V* in the form (zi ). Therefore, the concatenation of two pairs (z: ), (c; ) is (CA;: ). 
We write (;I ) instead of V* x V’, and also we use the notations ( i* ) and ( ;_* ) 
in the obvious way. The identity (i) of ( L: ) is also identified with A, and omitted in 
writing whenever, in a given context, this does not lead to confusion. 
5’-AAACTGGAG-3’ t 3’mTTTCACCTCS’ 
AAACTGCAG 
TTTGACCTC 
Fig. 1 
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We also use the following notations: 
0 
* 
WK,,(V)= ; . 
P 
The set WK,( V) is called the Watson-Crick domain associated to the alphabet V 
and the complementarity relation p. Note that the catenation (i: )( l: ) . . . (;I ) E WKJ V) 
equals (ii), where wt = ata2 . ..a.,w2 = blb2 . ..b.. We call such elements (z:) E 
WKJ V) well-formed double stranded sequences, or simply double stranded sequences, 
or molecules, in order to remind the reality that they are modeling. The two component 
strings, WI, ~2, are also called strands; WI is the upper strund and w2 is the lower 
strand. 
By the definition of WKJ V), also (g ) is a molecule (although it has no biochemical 
representation). In this way, also WKP( V) is a monoid. For any two elements (z: ), (;: ) 
in WKP( V), the sequence (z$i ) is well formed, hence it is in WK,( V). 
We emphasize the two properties characterizing the elements (zi ) of WKP( V), be- 
cause they are essential for the models considered in this paper: 
~ the two strands WI, w2 are of the same length, 
_ the corresponding symbols in the two strands are complementary in the sense of the 
relation p. 
These properties allow, e.g., to obtain easily characterizations of RE. They are pro- 
vided for free by the DNA molecules which are well-formed double stranded sequences, 
with the correctness checked in a natural way in the proper sense of the term “natural”. 
We shall also use “incomplete molecules”, that is elements of the set 
W,,(V) = L,(V)UR,(V)U-&J(V), 
where 
b(V)= ((;*)u(TL*)) (F ,? 
h(V)= (;)J;*)u(;;)) 
LRJv)= ((i*)u(Y’)) (: ,:((i*)$)) 
The possible shapes of elements in W,(V) are illustrated in Fig. 2. In all cases, we 
have a well-formed double stranded sequence x and overhangs y,z in one or two sides 
of x. These overhangs (sticky ends) can be placed in the upper strand or in the lower 
one. Note that in the case of LP( V) and RP( V), the block x may be empty, but in 
the elements of LR,( V) we have x E ( L )l, hence it contains at least one “column” 
(i ), (a, b) E p, and so they are called well-started double stranded sequences. Note that 
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L,(V): 
ti ” 
R,(V): * rk!A 
-6 
LR,( V): 
“ti 
Fig. 2. 
the overhangs can be empty; what remains is then an element of 
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WKp( V), therefore 
IV&( I’) is included in each set LP( V),R,( I’), LR,( V). (We make use of the fact that 
when comparing two languages, the empty string, or empty molecule, is ignored.) 
In general, the elements of W,(V) are also called bricks. 
Because the two strands of a brick in WP( I’) might be of different length and because 
the position of the two strands with respect to each other is important, when necessary 
we shall indicate the free places by the “blank” symbol #. 
Among the elements of W,(V) we can define a partial operation modeling the lig- 
ation/annealing: a well-started molecule (hence a sequence having at least a position 
filled in both the two strands) can be prolonged to the right or to the left with a brick, 
providing that the sticky ends match, that is they are complementary in the correspond- 
ing positions. Always, the result should be a well-started molecule, hence a sequence 
which does not have empty places surrounded by symbols in V. 
Specifically, consider a well-started molecule x E W,(V), and a brick y E W,(V). 
Being well-started, x can be written in the form 
X =X1X2X3, 
wherex~~WKP(V)-{(~)}andxi,xs~(~*)U(r,!.). 
The sticking of y to the right of x, denoted by pr(x, y), is defined in the following 
cases: 
1. x3 = (f),y = (t)y’, for u,v E V* such that (E) E W&(V), and y’ E R,(V); 
then Ax, Y) = x1-9( E )Y’, 
2. x3 = (i),y = (i)y’, for u,v E V* such that (i) E W&(V), and y’ E R,(V); 
then PAX, Y) = WQ( ‘: )y’, 
3. x3 = (“,‘),y = (F), for ui,u2 E V’; 
then PAX, Y) = -wd “y ), 
4. x3 = (“‘,“‘),y = (t), for ui,u2,v E V’, such that (2) E W&,(V); 
then I&, Y) = -VZ( “: )( 2 ), 
5. x3 = (y ), y = (&,, ), for u, VI, v2 E V’, such that (l ) E WK,( V); 
then PAX, Y) = -m( ““, )( 2 ), 
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Fig. 3 
6. x3 = (i ), y = (2 ), for ui,u2 E V”; 
then P,(x, Y> = -vd “,t, 1, 
7. x3 = (,I,t,),y = (i), for u,ui,uz E V*, such that (,U,) E WK,(V); 
then P,(x, v) = XI.Q( vy )( 2 ); 
8. x3 = (t),y = (“1,“2), for UI,U~,U E V*, such that (:) E ITIC,( 
then I&, y) = x1x2( “: )( 7 ). 
These eight cases are illustrated in Fig. 3. In the symmetric way we can define 
pr(y,x), the prolongation of a well-started molecule x, by a sequence y, to the left. 
Note that in all cases we allow also the prolongation of “blunt” ends (hence ends 
without overhangs). Always we obtain a well-started double stranded molecule. 
In cases 3 and 6 we do not use annealing (hence the complementarity relation). This 
is true also in all other cases when x3 = 1 (that is, when x has a blunt right end). 
One may define pr(x,y) and pi(y,x) in such a way that such cases are not allowed. 
We get then restricted sticking denoted by &(x, y), pi(y,x), respectively. 
The maximal length of an overhang in a sequence z E W,(V) is also called the 
delay of z and it is denoted by d(z); it represents the delay in completing the two 
strands with symbols in V. (Hence, in cases 1, 2 in Fig. 3, the “right delay” of x and 
the “left delay” of y should coincide when also y is a well-started double stranded 
sequence). 
4. Sticker systems; classifications 
We define here the sticker systems in their most general form: when building 
molecules, we start from well-started sequences and we prolong them in both direc- 
tions, using bricks of arbitrary forms; the prolongation is done as defined by ~,.,PL[. 
We will investigate then various subclasses of sticker systems. 
A sticker system is a construct 
where V is an alphabet, p C V x V is a symmetric relation, A is a finite subset of 
LR,( V), and D is a finite subset of W,(V) x W,(V). 
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The relation p is the complementarity relation on V, the elements of A are called 
axioms. Starting from these axioms and using the pairs (u, u) of bricks in D, we can 
obtain a set of double stranded sequences in RX,(V), hence complete molecules, by 
using the sticking operations CL,,P~. 
Formally, for a given sticker system y = (V, p,A,D) and sequences x, y E LR,( V), 
we write 
x ==+ y iff y = ~~(u,(,&,u)), for some (u,v) E D. 
Obviously, 
We denote by J* the reflexive and transitive closure of the relation ==+. A se- 
quence (T : 2-1 * x2 ==+ . . . ===s xk,Xl E A, is called a computation in y. If Xk E 
W&,(V) (no sticky end - hence blank symbol - is present in the last sequence), then 
(T is complete. 
The set of all molecules over V produced at the end of complete computations in 
y is denoted by L&&,(y) (LM stands for “language of molecules” and the subscript 
stands for “unrestricted”: there is no restriction on the computations except that they 
are complete): 
L&(y) = {w E WI&(V) 1 x ===+-* w,x E A}. 
In what follows we consider the sticker systems as generators of languages of strings, 
associating with D&(y) above the language 
L(Y) = {w E v* I (3) E LM,(y) for some w’ E V*}. 
We say that L,(y) is the (string) language generated by y (at the end of unrestricted 
complete computations). A complete computation 0 : XI ==+ x2 ===+ . . . --r‘ .%&,X1 E
A,xk E WK,(V), is said to be of delay d if d(q)<d, for each 1 di 6 k. We denote 
by Ld(y), d > 1, the language of strings generated by y at the end of computations of 
delay at most d. As is the case with L,(y), the languages &(y) also consist of strings 
appearing in the upper strands of molecules generated by y. Note that the relation 
between L,(y) and L&&(y) depends on p: if we work with an injective mapping p, 
then L&&(y) is precisely identified by L,(y); if p is arbitrary (but symmetric), then 
L&(y) is a coding of U&(y) and L&(y) is the image of L,(y) through an inverse 
coding. 
A sticker system y is of a bounded delay if there is d 2 1 such that &(y) = L,(y). 
We define now several restricted versions of sticker systems. A system y = (V, p, A, D) 
is said to be: 
_ one-sided, if for each pair (u, v) E D we have either u = I or v = A, 
- regular, if for each pair (u, v) E D we have u = 1, 
- simple, if for all pairs (u, v) E D, u, v E ( ;* ) or U, v E ( i* ). 
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liSL(n) 
.SOSL(cr) RSL(a) 
SRSL(n) 
Fig. 4 
In one-sided systems, the prolongation to the left is independent of the prolongation 
to the right; in regular systems we only prolong the sequences to the right (hence the 
axioms must be of the form ~1x2, with XI E FVK,( I’) and x2 E (T,* ) U (i. )). In a 
derivation step of a simple sticker system we add symbols only to one of the two 
strands. 
We denote by L%(u) the family of languages of the form L,(y), for 1~ a sticker 
system of an arbitrary form; the family of languages generated by sticker systems of 
bounded delay is denoted by USL(b). When only one-sided, regular, simple, simple 
one-sided, or simple regular sticker systems are considered, then we replace U in 
front of SL((r) by 0, R, S, SO, or SR, respectively. We stress the fact that these 
families contain string languages, and not languages of molecules, hence we can discuss 
“directly” their relationships to the families in the Chomsky hierarchy. This might not 
be the case with families of languages of the form LM,(y), because we must take care 
of the complementarity relation. For an injective p, the language L%&(y) is isomorphic 
with L,(y), but if /-, is not injective, then we have to pay attention to the coding relating 
,94,(y) and L,(y). 
From the definition, we obtain: 
Lemma 1. For each CI E {u, b} we have the relationships as given in the diagram in 
Fig. 4, where the arrows indicute inclusions which are not necessarily proper. 
Lemma 2. For each X E {U, 0, R, S, SO, SR} we have AX(b) C XL(u). 
Since we do not have erasing operations, the following result is straightforward. 
Lemma 3. XL(a) C CS, for ull A’ and u us above. 
Before we begin to investigate the relationships between the families XX(a), let us 
consider two examples. 
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Example 1. Let yt be the following simple sticker system: 
Yl = (V,PAD), 
v = {4&c), 
We have 
but, because of the form of the pairs in D, the generated sequences can be only 
of the form .x(:)(i)” with x E {(i),(E)}*; moreover, x should contain exactly 
n occurrences of (b ) and exactly 12 occurrences of (z ). Consequently, L,(yt ) is not 
context-free: 
L,(y, ) n c+b+ab+ = {c”b”ab” 1 n 2 1). L 
This is not the case for the bounded delay restriction. Specifically, sequences of the 
form (: )“( i )“( z)( E )” cannot be produced with a delay smaller than 12: we cannot use 
((t ), (i )) before having used ((i), (;)) for iz times, and this means that we have 
already produced the sequence 
of delay equal to n. 
We obtain &(?I) CL,(yl), for all d 2 1. All these languages &(?I) are linear. We 
do not prove this fact here, because we shall give a general result of this type in the 
next section. 
Example 2. Consider now the following sticker system y2 (which is not simple): 
~2 = (K&D), 
v=uuuulJ’, for some alphabet U, 
P = {(a,4,(&4,(a’,a’) I a E w, 
A= 4 K )I ab 2 for some fixed a0 E U, 
D={((:)c$ ((if)(i)) la,,}. 
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We start from (2 ) for the fixed a0 E I/, and then we build a molecule by adding 
columns (z),(z) to the right hand of it and, simultaneously with (I),(i) respectively, 
we add symbols a’ in the upper strand and symbols a’ in the lower strand to the left 
of (z:). This means that, modulo the primes and the bars, the sequence of “columns” 
(:I ) io the left of (2 ) is identical to the sequence of “columns” (z ) to the right of 
(2 ), and the same sequence (“,: ) to the left of (2 ) is identical to the sequence (i ) to 
the right of (2). Consequently, 
where x’ is the primed version of x E U”. The twin-shuffle language over U is obtained 
to the right of (‘$), in both strands, together with the copy of the shuffled strings, in 
a primed version, in both strands to the left of (2 ). 
Using Theorem 1, we get in this way a representation of recursively enumerable 
languages as gsm images of languages in the family USL(u). In Section 7 we shall 
give a stronger version of this result. 
5. The generative capacity of sticker systems 
In this section we investigate the relationships between the families X%(a), X E 
(u,QR,S,SGSR), M E {u,b}, and the relationships of these families to the families 
from the Chomsky hierarchy. 
We start with some upper bounds. 
Theorem 4. O%(u) c REG. 
Proof. Consider a one-sided sticker system y = (V, p,A, D). Let us denote by d the 
length of the longest sticky end or of the longest single stranded sequence appearing 
in A or in the pairs from D. 
Let G be the context-free grammar 
G = (N T,S,P), 
such that 
N= { [(;)I,> [(;)I,> [(;)I,, [(:)-jr I us V*, WW}WI~ 
T= 
V 0 v ,I’ 
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and P contains the following rules: 
1. S -+ [(z: >II(~: )[(~~ >L for (ii )(z: >( i:> E 4 with (ii 1, (it > E ( ie ) U ( 7: > and 
c;: 1 E f,fq(V. 
4 4 2. K r: 111 + K uG >Id z: 1, where (z: 1, tu; > E ( $+ 1U ( TV* 1,(E: > E w&C J?, and there is 
a pair in D of the form (( :: ), ($ )) such that (5::: ) = ($: ). 
(We prolong the sequence to the left using the sticky end and the pairs with an 
empty right hand member; to remember the current sticky end we use the nonter- 
minal [(z: )]i; the subscript 1 stands for “left”.) 
3. [(z: )& + (z: )[( si )L, where (z: 1, (ii > E ( i+ > U ( 7,* >, (E: ) E WKp( V), and there is 
a pair in D of the form [(i ), (:: )] such that (::5: ) = ($ ). 
(The same intuition as above, but now prolonging the sequence to the right.) 
4. [(: >I1 + A [( j: >lr + 1,. 
(When no sticky end is present, we can finish the derivation.) 
It is easy to see that L(G) = LM,,(y) = L&(y): because we only use one-sided 
pairs in order to build sequences, prolonging sequences to the left is independent of 
prolonging sequences to the right, and the other way around. Consequently, we can 
always use that pair (( 2 ), ( : )) or (( i ), (t: )) which sticks to the existing overhanging 
ends, and so this overhanging end is not increased; hence the sticky ends are not longer 
than those already existing in A or in D. Thus, the nonterminals in N can control the 
process in the same way as the sticky ends do this. 
In the grammar G there is no derivation of the form X ===s* Uxv with both ZJ and 
v being non-empty strings. Consequently [5, Exercise 9, p. 551, the language L(G) 
is regular. Because L(G) = L&(y) and L,,(y) is a coding of U&,(y), we also have 
L,(y) E REG. 0 
From Example 1 we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 5. The family SSL(u) contains non-context-free languages. 
Corollary 1. The inclusion SOSL(u) c SSL(u) is proper. 
In the case of two-sided sticker systems, even simple, the bounded delay property 
cannot be forced as done in the proof of Theorem 4 (see Example 1). More precisely, 
the following result holds. 
Theorem 6. USL(b) c LIN. 
Proof. Consider a sticker system y = (V, p, A, D) of unrestricted form and let d be an 
integer such that Ld(y) = L,(y). We construct the linear grammar 
G = W, T, S, 0, 
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V 
T= 0 v ’ P 
and P contains the following rules: 
S -+ (z: I[( z: 1, ( 1: >I<:: 1, for (:A 1, (:: 1 E @‘,( V ), [(z: 1, (F; >I E N and there is 
CC:: 1, ( %A >> E D such that ( z;E: > = (t: 1, ( ii:: 1 = ( ;: 1. 
(The computations in y are simulated in G in a reversed order, starting from the 
last used pair in D and progressing towards the “center” of the sequence, where an 
axiom in A will be used.) 
[(::),(~l)l-(~~)[(:~),(:‘i)l(~~), for (~:),(::)E w,(V), [(::),(:.:)l,[(:I),(Ii)l 
E N and there is ((z; ), (;: )) E D such that (ci:i ) = (i;c; ), ($; ) = (;;i; ). 
(We proceed towards the “center” of the sequence, adjoining blocks to the left and 
to the right, as provided by the pairs in D and controlled by the nonterminals in N. 
Because of the bounded delay property, the control provided by the nonterminals 
suffices for correct simulations of the computations in y by derivations in G.) 
[(~~>,(~~>l-<~~>(~~><:~>,for(~i),(:~),(~~)~ W,(V),[(~:),(~:)lENandthereis 
($)(z:)($)rA suchthat(~~),(:i)E(,“.)~(r)and(~l)=(~~~j),(Sj)=(5i::i). 
(When an axiom in A has sticky ends which fit both the left and the right sticky 
ends memorized by the element of N currently present in the sentential form, the 
derivation can be terminated.) 
From the above it easily follows that L(G) = LMd(y). Since L,(y) is a coding of 
LMd(y), we obtain &(y) E LZN. 0 
Corollary 2. For every sticker system y and integer d we have L&) E LIN, 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of the previous proof. 0 
Surprisingly enough (because the sticker systems use no auxiliary symbols), also the 
inclusions converse to those in Theorems 4 and 6 hold true and then even in stronger 
forms. We give first the proof for the regular case, because it is easier and it provides 
a necessary background for proving the result for the linear case. 
Theorem 7. REG C. RSL(b). 
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Proof. Consider a finite automaton M = (Q, V,SO, F, S) with Q = {s~,sl )...) Sn}, n>O. 
We construct the regular sticker system 
with 
P = {(%a) I a E v>, 
A= x E L(M), ‘XI bn + 2 
(lxul=n+2, 1x131, lul=i, for l<idn+l suchthat 
SOXU J* Si__l 1 , 
D={((;)~(a>eK)) ’ lb~u~Oz+ 1, lxul =n+2, IxI>l, 
(~1 = i, for 1 <i<n + 1, such that Sjxu =-=+* si-1, and j = /o/ - l} 
u{ ((:)(a)(:,) 1 1 dlu( dn + 1,1 <Ix1 <n and 
Six J* sr,sr E F, where j = 101 - l}. 
The idea is to start with a brick of the form (a) from Fig. 5, then to use iteratively 
bricks of the form (b) from Fig. 5, and to end the computation with a brick of the 
form (c) from Fig. 5. 
The overhangs code the states of M by their lengths. The axioms in A which are 
not already in WKP( V) and the bricks of form (b) above appearing in the right-hand 
members of pairs in D have overhangs of lengths i, 1 <i <n + 1, which identifies the 
state si_r. This state is reached by M when receiving the string in the upper strand 
of the well-started molecule which is obtained using the brick. All bricks of forms 
(b) and (c) have a non-empty left overhang. Hence a molecule in WK,( V) cannot be 
prolonged. Thus, after using a brick of type (c), the computation must stop. Because 
the system y is of delay at most n + 1, we have L,(y) = L,+,(y) = L(M), which 
completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 3. RSL(c() = OSL( a) = REG, CY E {u, b}. 
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Proof. From Theorem 4 we have OSL(u) C REG. From Lemma 2 we also have O,!%(b) 
C OSL(u). The inclusions RSL(a) C OSL(a), c1 E {u, b}, are given in Lemma 1. The 
previous theorem proves the inclusion REG 2 R%(b). With R%(b) C RSL(u) (Lemma 
2), we also get REG 5 RSL(u). Cl 
Theorem 8. LIN C USL(b). 
Proof. Consider a linear grammar G = (N, T,S,P). There is an equivalent grammar 
G’ = (N’, r, S,P’) with P’ containing only rules of the forms X ---f aY, X + Yu, 
X + a, for X,Y EN’, a E T (for instance, a rule X + a~a~...a,Yb,b,,,_~ . ..bl in P 
can be replaced by the rules X + a,Xl, XI + a&2, . . . . X+1 + anYI, YI ---f Y2b1, 
Y, + Y3bz, . . . . Y,,_I + Ymbm-l,Y, + Yh). 
Assume that N’ = {X1,X2,. . . ,X,), n > 1. We construct the sticker system 
Y = (T>p>A,D), 
where 
p = {(a,~> I a E T}, 
A=u:l 1 x E L(G), lxl<3n + 1 > 
1 lux163n + 1, 1x12 1, IuI = i, for 1 di<n 
such that X, J* ux 
> 
such that Xi H* xu 
> 
, 
and D contains the following groups of brick pairs: 
(1) C(X)(:)(~),(:)>, for Idlul<n, ldj~I<n,Ix~ =n+ l,ObIzI<n, andXlul J* 
uXX~U/Z, 
(2) ((z)(i),(:)(;)), for lblvl<n,l<I~I<n, lblxl<n, lzul = n + 1, and 
XIU y* XXilc.lZ& 
(3) ((:)(t)9(:)), for 1 <I I v dn, Ix/ 3 1, /xz/ 62n + 1, IzI 20, and S J* xXiIL.lz, 
(4) ((t),(~)(~)(~)), for 1 d/4Gn, 1 djul<n, /xu/ = n + l,O</z/dn, andXl,i J* 
ZXiP,IXU, 
(5) ((~>(:),(~)(:)>, for ldlui<n, l<lvl<n, Iuzl = n + l,l<Ixl<n, and + 
===+” 2+./x, 
(6) ((f),(~)(~)), for 161 I v <n, 1x13 1, IzI 20, Izx/ <2n + 1, and S J* zXi!:lx. 
The intuition behind this construction is the following. We intend to simulate the 
derivations in G’, backwards, by computations in 7 which introduce first a block in the 
center of the string and continues by adding blocks at the two ends of the string. The 
nonterminals in N’ are again identified by the length of the overhanging ends, at the 
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left end or at the right end of the currently produced sequence; the other end of the se- 
quence is blunt. Using brick pairs from group 1 we continue to update the information 
about the current nonterminal at the left end of the sequence; group 2 moves the sticky 
end to the right end of the sequence, completing a blunt end on the left. With pairs of 
bricks of type 3 we complete a molecule. Symmetrically, groups 4 - 6 of brick pairs 
continue to encode the current nonterminal in the length of the sticky end on the right, 
move this information to the left-hand end, and finish the computation, respectively. 
A sequence with both ends being blunt (a molecule) cannot be continued, because all 
pairs in D have a non-empty sticky end towards the “inside” of its brick pair. 
It is clear that all complete computations in y correspond to derivations in G’. 
Conversely, every derivation in G can be simulated by a complete computation in y. 
Indeed, consider a derivation 6 : S ===+-* w in G. If IwI <3n + 1, then (z) E A. 
Assume that IwI > 3n + 1. Because all rules in P’ introduce exactly one terminal 
symbol each, we can decompose the derivation 6 as follows: 
** UI . ..Ukyt$...vl. 
with 
(1) Juil =n+l and O<lvjl, , <n orOd(uj(dnandIvjl=n+l,foreachj=1,2,...,k, 
(2) n + 1< Jyl<3n + 1, 
(3) k>l. 
Then, for each (uj, Uj) with lujl = n + 1, we can find a pair of bricks of type 1 or 5, 
encoding Xi,_, in a left sticky end of length ij-1, and for eacl$(uj, vj) with lvj I = n + 1 
we can find a pair of bricks of type 2 or 4, encoding Xi,-, in a right sticky end of 
length ij+l. Clearly, for y we can find an axiom encoding Xi, in one of its ends and 
similarly for (u~,uI) we can find a pair of type 3 or 6, producing blunt ends in both 
directions. Consequently, we also have L(G) c L,(y). 
The delay of y is at most n, hence L,(y) = L,(y). This completes the proof. 0 
Corollary 4. LZN = USL(b). 
Proof. Combine Theorems 6 and 8. 0 
In the proof of Theorem 4 we have pointed out that if y = (V,p,A,D) is a one-sided 
sticker system, then L,(y) = Ld(y) for some integer d depending on A and D (the 
length of the longest sticky end in A or in the bricks of D). This is obviously true 
also for simple and for simple regular systems, and so we obtain the following result. 
Theorem 9. SOSL(u) = SOSL(b), SRSL(u) = SRSL(b). 
Proof. The inclusions G were discussed above, the converse inclusions are given in 
Lemma 2. Cl 
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Summarizing the results for families XSL(b),XSL(u), we get the diagram from Fig. 
6; the arrows indicate inclusions, not necessarily proper. 
Theorem 10. REG - SOSL(a) # 8, x E {u, b}. 
Proof. Consider the regular language 
L = bafb, 
and assume that L = L”(y) for some simple one-sided sticker system y = (V, p,A, 0). 
Because A is a finite set and L is an infinite language, there are two pairs ((z: ), (:i )), 
xi I ((xi ), ( {: )) in D of one of the following forms 
1 
Y; 
(1) ((~)y(~z)) and ((:I,( >, >I, with YZ E V*,y’l E a+, 
1 
(2) ((i),(J;i 1) and ((I),), with YI E a+,.$ E V”, 
1 xi i, 
(3) ((i, ),(‘j)) and (( >, ),(j,)), with ~2 E V*,x{ E a+, 
(4) ((“jl ),(;)) and (( ‘: ),(:)), with x1 E a+,& E V*, I_ 
that are used arbitrarily many times in the generation of strings in L of arbitrarily 
large length. 
All the four cases can be treated in the same way. Assume that we have the first 
case, hence (( i ), ( i2 )) E D, (( j: ), ( $ )) E D. Clearly, _yi = a’ for some i 3 1 and y2 
is composed of symbols c such that (a,~) E p. 
Assume that 1~12  = j, j 3 1. A complete computation (:i ) J* (r: ) for (:i ) E A, 
(;;) E WK,(V)Y WI = ba”b, can be continued as follows: 
This is a complete computation, producing the string wld = ba”baq, which is not in 
L, a contradiction. 0 
Corollary 5. The inclusion SOSL(u) C OSL(u) is proper. 
6. Representations of recursively enumerable languages 
From the point of view of DNA computing, the notion of universality (programma- 
bility) of a model is essential. Hence one is interested in the representations of recur- 
sively enumerable languages. We will consider now such representations using sticker 
languages (systems). At the end of Section 4 we have considered a sticker system, ~2, 
such that 
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USL(b) = LIN 
\ /SbRSL(b) = 
SSL(b) OSL(u) = RSL(u) = REG 
\/ 
SOSL(b) 7 SOSL(u) 
SRSL(b) = SRSL(u) 
Fig. 6. 
for a weak coding h. Combining this with Theorem 1 (the weak coding can be simu- 
lated by a gsm), we obtain the following representation of RE languages: 
Every language L E RE can be written in the form L = g(L’), for L’ E USL(u) and 
g a deterministic gsm mapping. 
Such a representation cannot be obtained using L’ from any family other than USL(u) 
and SSL(u), because all the other families contain only linear languages (see again 
the diagram in Fig. 6), and the family LIN is closed under arbitrary gsm mappings. 
However, SSL(u) can be used to obtain a representation of recursively enumerable 
languages, thus strenghtening the previous representation of RE languages. 
Theorem 11. Every language L E RE can be written in the form L = h(L’), where h 
is a weak coding and L’ E SSL(u). 
Proof. Consider a language L & T*, L E RE. According to Theorem 3, there exist 
two I-free morphisms hl, hZ : VI* ---+ VT, a regular language R C V. and a projection 
PrT : V; - T’, for T G V2, such that L = prT(hl(EQ(hl, h2)) n R). 
Consider a deterministic finite automaton A4 = (Q, V~,SO, F, 6) recognizing the lan- 
guage R. 
We construct the simple sticker system 
with 
V= V2U~2UQU{B,E,E’,C,Z}, 
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and D containing the following pairs of bricks: 
1. For every a E VI such that h,(a) = bt . . . bk, k> 1, and hz(a) = cl . . .c,, m> 1, 
with b, ,..., bk, cl,.. ., c, E V2, and for si, E Q, O<jbm, such that 6(si,,cj+r) = 
s;,+, ,0 <j <m - 1, we include in D the pair 
b,CZb2C...ZbkCZ 
3” 
1. 
(To the left of 
B 0 B 
we produce the reverse image of some hz(a), for u E VI, and at the same time 
we guess a valid path through M over hz(u): Si0ctc2.. .c, J* si,. To the right 
we produce the image of a through ht, with the symbols of hl (a) separated by the 
auxiliary symbols CZ.) 
2. ((E;“‘),(:)), for sf E F. 
(The recognition of the string in the upper strand of the left part of the sequence 
by means of A4 is finished correctly.) 
3. ((i ), (i )), for all s E Q. (These rules check the correct continuation of the recog- 
nition path through M: if SIX J* s2 is followed by s3y j* ~4, then we must 
have s2 = ,s3, otherwise the complementarity is not observed when using the block 
(i).) 
4. ((i),(,“,)), for b E v2. 
(The string of symbols b generated to the left of (i ) in the upper strand is compared 
with the string of symbols b generated to the right of (5 ) in the upper strand. Note 
that the symbols Z are “consumed” together with the pairs of states, by rules of 
type 3; now we also “consume” the symbols C introduced in the upper strand, to 
the right of (5 ).) 
5. ((it )A;)). 
(Only in this way we can get a complete molecule.) 
Consequently, the complete molecules produced by y are of the form 
E’sfsr&stst . . . ~~s,s,C,soso B Zb, CZb2CZ.. . CZb,CZE 
E’sfsfCtstst . . . C2s,s1C1soso I( )( B > Zb,CZb2CZ.. . CZb,CZE ’ 
for 
C,Q... ct = h,(w) = IQ(W) = b,bz...bt, 
for some w E V;, and socl . ..ct ===s* f E F, hence h,(w) E R. 
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Consider now the weak coding h defined by 
h(a) = a, for a E T, 
h(u) = A, for a E V2 - T, 
h(ii) = A, for a E VZ, 
h(s) = A, for s E Q, 
h(E) = h(E’) = h(B) = h(C) = h(Z) = A. 
Clearly, we get L = h(L,(y)), which completes the proof. 0 
The regular sticker systems cannot characterize RL? by using AFL operations as 
squeezing mechanisms. However, mainly in the simple variant, such devices are at- 
tractive from a mathematical and a biochemical point of view. For instance, the use 
of couples of bricks, essentially involved in the proof of Theorem 11, does not look 
a very realistic assumption from a practical point of view. Using separated bricks is 
much closer to the annealing operation in a test tube; in many places, “self-assembling” 
computations were reported or only proposed, which makes important the question of 
modifying the definition of simple sticker systems or of their language in such a way 
to obtain characterizations of recursively enumerable languages also for such sticker 
systems. 
Two restrictions on the language generated by a simple regular sticker system were 
considered in [7]. We do not specify them here, but we only mention that one of 
them leads again to a representation of recursively enumerable languages similar to 
that stated in Theorem 11. The reader is referred to [7] for details. 
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